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Software security involves more than passwords, 
access control, and social engineering. Even if a company 
implements these security measures, there’s always the 
risk of a hacker finding vulnerabilities in programs built 
using languages like C. Keeping applications safe starts 
with the developer writing code that does not include 
errors that leave vulnerabilities to exploit. 
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According to the Department of Homeland Security, over 90 percent of reported security incidents 
involve coding defects. Programmers must understand the innate vulnerabilities of the C# language and 
use best practices to avoid hazards that could lead to a security breach. The following C security guide 
should help teams understand common issues that could arise while building and releasing solutions. 

This C security guide will help organizations prepare effective approaches for securely developing in the 
legacy language. This guide highlights the top 5 specific risks C developers face and demonstrates what 
proactive steps can be taken to protect these applications. We explore the following:

• C Security Risk: Memory Management
• C Security Risk: String Usage
• C Security Risk: Command Execution
• C Security Risk: Integer Overflows and Underflows
• C security Risk: Improperly Validating Input
• The Cost of Security Failures
• How Teams Can Work to Secure C Applications

https://www.cisa.gov/uscert/sites/default/files/publications/infosheet_SoftwareAssurance.pdf
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Below are the most common C application issues 
that can open the doors for hacker exploitation. 
Many of these are referenced in the annual list put 
out by the Open Web Application Security Project 
(OWASP), which focuses on improving the security 
of applications. 

In addition to the OWASP list, C developers should 
keep track of the issues tracked in the Common 
Weakness Enumeration (CWE) listing of top 
software weaknesses applicable to C and C++. 
Even the most straightforward coding errors can 
lead to someone gaining unauthorized access to 
a system. For that reason, it’s recommended that 
programmers follow the SEI CERT Coding Standards 
designed to improve the safety and reliability of C 
applications. 

The Top 5 C Language Security Risks 

1. Memory Management
Data packets moving in and out of an application get buffered within memory. Many security issues occur 
because of problems with memory safety. An inexperienced or careless developer might cause them to 
happen because of the presence of open-source software within their codebase or not using best 
practices when working with memory allocation. 

Below are some scenarios that describe possible security issues arising because of a C programmer not 
properly handling memory within their applications.

Accessing Freed Memory

Programmers should avoid any code that accesses freed memory. Evaluating 
pointers into already deallocated memory leaves dangling pointers, allowing a 
hacker to exploit vulnerabilities in an application built with the C language. While 
the memory may appear to be valid, it can change unexpectedly. For that reason, 
coders should avoid writing to or reading freed memory. 

https://owasp.org/www-project-top-ten/
https://owasp.org/www-project-top-ten/
https://cwe.mitre.org/top25/archive/2022/2022_cwe_top25.html
https://cwe.mitre.org/top25/archive/2022/2022_cwe_top25.html
https://wiki.sei.cmu.edu/confluence/display/seccode/SEI+CERT+Coding+Standards
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If a developer adds code that reads deallocated memory, it can cause the program to terminate 
abnormally and open the door to denial-of-service attacks. The undefined behavior resulting from 
reading a pointer to freed memory can corrupt underlying data structures managing the heap. A hacker 
could gain access and execute random code. 

Coders must also be careful about freeing memory by using a conditional statement or loop. An 
incorrectly written statement could cause double-free vulnerability, where the program calls a free() 
statement twice within the same argument. Another common error resulting in a double-free issue is not 
correctly using the realloc() function. 

Not Freeing Dynamic Memory 

Programmers should avoid any code that accesses freed memory. Evaluating 
pointers into already deallocated memory leaves dangling pointers, allowing a 
hacker to exploit vulnerabilities in an application built with the C language. While 
the memory may appear to be valid, it can change unexpectedly. For that reason, 
coders should avoid writing to or reading freed memory. 

Improperly Defining Flexible Array Member

When C programs compute the size of a structure with a flexible array member, it 
does not review the size of the member unless the coder adds it explicitly. 
Otherwise, the structure gives back an undefined result when there is an attempt 
to access a flexible array variable. C application developers must use proper 
syntax when defining a struct that contains a flexible array. 
They can do that by:

• Allocating dynamic storage duration using a dynamic allocation function like malloc()
• Copy it dynamically using a function like memcpy() 
• Pass through a pointer versus copying when using the struct as a function argument

The resulting undefined behavior can lead to undefined behavior that bad actors attempt to exploit. 

Not Providing Enough Memory for an Object

Integer expressions used as size arguments for functions like malloc() or 
aligned_alloc() need to have enough range to cover the size of objects they are 
storing. Incorrect size arguments can lead to a buffer overflow. Another likely 
result is the possible execution of arbitrary code by a bad actor. Whenever a C 
programmer allocates space for structures holding flexible array members, they 
need to add the size of the member to the structure size. 
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2. String Usage
The C language contains a wide range of operators for formatting the display of strings. An example 
would be the printf() function, which requires coders to provide an escape sequence. Programmers also 
have access to format specifiers that allow them to use integers with strings. A C developer could use 
the printf() function to print the phrase “I have %d bananas,” with the %d representing an integer value. 

Programmers must be careful about how they execute string formatting. Any mistakes could lead to 
avenues for outside threats to manipulate the functions of a program built using the C language.

Trying to Modify String Literals
String literals create arrays of static storage during compile time. They contain both a specific character 
sequence and a null character for termination. Most string literals get referred to by a pointer to 
characters or an array. Best practices call for only assigning string literals to pointers or arrays made up 
of const char or const wchart_t. 

Developers modifying any part of a string literal results in undefined behavior. For that reason, 
programmers should avoid assigning string literals to a pointer to a type that is not a const or casting 
string literals to types that are not a const. Any values returned from the following functions should be 
treated as a string literal, if their first argument consists of a string literal. 

• strpbrk()
• strchr()
• strrchr()
• strstr()
• wcspbrk()
• wcschr()
• wcsrchr()
• wcsstr()
• memchr() 
• wmemchr()

Possible security issues that could result from trying to modify a string literal include the abnormal 
termination of a program or attempts of a denial-of-service attack.

Not Creating Enough Storage Space for Strings

C programmers can find themselves dealing with buffer overflows if they copy data to a buffer of 
insufficient size. They’re a common problem when coders manipulate strings. The best way to prevent 
such errors is by using truncation to limit copies or ensuring that the destination buffer is large enough 
to hold all character data within a string. Otherwise, developers can leave behind an opening for 
attackers to use the permissions to execute arbitrary code. 
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Confusing Narrow and Wide Character String Strings and Functions

Unexpected behavior can occur when C coders try to pass narrow string arguments to wide string 
functions or the reverse, wide string arguments to narrow string functions. They’ll likely run into scaling 
problems because of the size differences between wide and narrow characters. 

Trying to determine length accurately is also a problem because wide strings get terminated by null wide 
characters and may also consist of null bytes. Defects and other security vulnerabilities can result from 
mixing up wide and narrow strings, including buffer overflows and data truncation.

3. Command Execution
Attackers often try to gain control of command text or arguments made to external function calls. If they 
succeed, it’s possible to run arbitrary codes within a C application. The resulting damage could lead to 
a hacker gaining access to system resources, putting the entire infrastructure at risk. C programmers 
should statically create any external commands from within a program to avoid that issue.

Coders may want to look for ways to avoid making command line calls. 
Problems can also occur when programmers fail to sanitize inputs to 
remove malicious characters. C programmers should add code that 
tests input against regular expressions to avoid that issue. It’s also a 
good idea to construct any shell commands with string literals versus 
user input.

4. Integer Overflows and Underflows
Integer overflows happen when a C developer tries to store numbers inside an integer value larger than 
the variable can safely hold. That might occur if a coder tries to downcast a long value and store it as an 
integer. Because the long contains more bytes than an integer, an overflow error occurs. Application 
coders can also run into trouble when they cast an unsigned variable type to a signed one.

Underflows occur when the value assigned to a variable goes over its 
maximum value. Integer overflows and underflows allow hackers to 
exploit application vulnerabilities by invalidating checks designed for 
protection. 

A coder might develop a program that checks that a bank 
customer has a minimum dollar amount in their account before 
allowing a withdrawal. If a coder relies on unsigned variables to 
perform this function, an attacker could try and make unauthorized 
withdrawals.  

https://cwe.mitre.org/data/definitions/190.html
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5. Improperly Validating Input
Failing to check inputs allows attackers to find ways to set up unexpected input to submit to a C 
application. That can alter the program’s control flow, relinquish control of the application to an attacker, 
or allow for the execution of random code. Poor file handling practices can also enable the exploitation of 
a C# application. Below are some examples of what programmers should avoid. 

Including user input within format strings
Avoid making calls to formatted I/O function using a format string that holds a 
potentially tainted value. Actions a hacker can conduct if they are successful 
include viewing memory content or writing to random memory locations. 

Not closing unneeded files
C developers must match calls to functions like fopen() or freopen() to a fclose() 
call before the end of life for the last pointer used to store the return call value 
or program termination. Not using proper coding practices can allow hackers to 
use up system resources. Data written to in-memory file buffers might not get 
flushed if the program terminates abnormally. 

Copying FILE objects
There’s no need to copy a file object to replace the original in program calls 
because that address can be meaningful. So, overwriting it with a copy can 
lead to issues like a denial-of-service attack. Instead, use a copy of the pointer 
referencing the original file object in calls.  

The Cost of Security Failures
So far in 2022, businesses have lost an average of $4.35 
million to data breaches, representing a 2.6 increase 
from 2021 and 12.7 from 2020. Organizers of the 2022 
Beijing Olympics found themselves having issues with 
their official mobile application. It contained multiple 
security flaws that made it ripe for exploitation. The 
multipurpose solution was designed to capture health 
information about athletes, including the results of 
COVID-19 tests and physicals. 

https://www.ibm.com/security/data-breach
https://www.ibm.com/security/data-breach
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252512175/Investigators-find-Beijing-2022-app-riddled-with-security-flaws
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These high-profile failures highlight the issues that can arise when developers fail to adhere to the 
basics of security when designing applications. Even software or websites intended for internal business 
users need proper hardening against internal and external threats. If attackers managed to make their 
way into a company’s network through other means, they could gain access to that internal application 
and collect valuable data. 

Coding mistakes that don’t result in data security issues can still hurt organizations. Equifax experienced 
that situation when a legacy application running within an on-premises server malfunctioned, leading to 
problems with calculating consumer credit scores. 

The bad code ran for three weeks before Equifax found the problem, leading to 300,000 consumers 
experiencing a point shift of 25 points or more. While that might seem minor, it can mean the difference 
between someone getting approved for a loan or other purchase. 

Importance of C Application Hardening

Application hardening should be an essential component of the software development lifecycle. It 
prevents hackers from trying to reverse engineer C applications to figure out the source code. Other 
positive outcomes of application hardening include validating the safety of a production environment 
and keeping attackers from finding ways to monitor an application or view its internal values. 

Questions to ask when looking at different ways of securing the code within your C application include:

• Will the application run in an environment that I do not control?
• Will the application be responsible for protecting intellectual property?
• Will the application contain sensitive information like decryption keys?
• Will the application provide gateway access control to functionality or services?

Many bad actors manage to crack application code using nothing more than a decompiler. They look for 
ways to bypass security checks or set up counterfeit versions of validation information designed to steal 
data. Therefore, developers should look for automation tools that help detect common code 
vulnerabilities. Even the best coders can make mistakes that open the door to security issues within 
their C application

https://www.equifax.com/newsroom/all-news/-/story/equifax-statement-on-recent-coding-issue/
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How Teams Can Work to Secure C 
Applications
The C programming language has been around since 1972 and 
is still used by multiple development shops. It’s one of the most 
vulnerable when it comes to security issues compared to other 
open-source languages like Java and Python. 

This is partly because C was developed differently than more 
modern languages like Java. There are also more programs 
developed with C running on platforms like OpenSSL and 
Linux. The larger volume leads to the opportunity for the 
discovery of more security problems. 

The rules outlined in the Cert C security rules detail standard solutions to help coding teams make their 
programs compliant. Even seemingly minor defects can open the door to a major application security 
issue. Coders can also look to the C-Based Toolchain Hardening guidelines provided by OWASP.  

Below are some suggestions on how development teams can work together to ensure that production 
applications built with C are properly secured. 

Application Configuration
The configuration of an application is the best time to ensure that a C application is successful. 
Reliability and security should be the top goals for any team of developers. Best practices include:

• Using auto-configuration tools on Linux or Unix
• Writing makefiles by hand 
• Using an integrated development environment (IDE) like Visual Studio

Debug and Release Builds

Teams should have to debug and release configurations set up for builds. The debug file should not 
contain optimizations and have all necessary debug information. Release builds should contain all 
optimizations and have most debug information removed. 

The debugging phase is where most C programming teams find and resolve issues. It’s useful for 
catching problems with API calls or memory problems that could lead to an overflow. Debugging tools 
can reduce the time C coders spend fixing issues by checking for and highlighting potential 
vulnerabilities. 

https://www.infoworld.com/article/3537561/how-secure-is-java-compared-to-other-languages.html
https://www.infoworld.com/article/3537561/how-secure-is-java-compared-to-other-languages.html
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Debugging symbols and optimizations are controlled through flags set by two switches in the GNU 
compiler collection (GCC). C developers should set flags correctly to minimize and maximize debugging 
or turn optimizations on and off. 

Auto Configuration Tools

Tools like Autoconf, Automake, config, and Configure help developers set up project files using 
template files and scripts. Start by reviewing the documentation on how each tool works to understand 
its strengths and weaknesses. For example, Automake does not support configurations, while Make 
does not check the environmental variables CFLAGS or CXXFLAGS used to set switches for config files. 
It’s one reason many teams use automation solutions like those provided by Kiuwan to help with config 
setup. 

Makefiles

The Make build tool is as old as the C language itself. There have been issues with recursion in Make, like 
getting the order in sub-directories correct. The amount of time it takes to perform a build can lead to 
dependency information getting omitted. That is, there can be issues with timely updates. Developers 
may also have to set up clean builds from scratch.  

Other issues with Make can lead to problems setting the correct environment variables. A coder on a 
development team could update the environment flags for debugging that don’t get detected in the 
release build. That means code meant for debugging could make its way into production. Those 
inaccuracies can lead to security issues that a hacker may take advantage of.

Integrations

Integrations performed at the project level present an opportunity to harden C# applications or libraries 
using domain-specific knowledge. Teams can also make it a practice to include libraries not needed to 
support business logic. Coders can also add protections around third-party libraries, like dealing with 
OpenSSL insecurities.

Preprocessor
Teams should also look to add protections within the C preprocessor. Here, coders should set up well-
defined configurations for Debug and Release. The Release version handles requests through the C 
NDEBUG macro. It’s a good practice to set up a separate DEBUG macro for the Debug configuration, 
which can be used by external libraries and vendors that also use that setup. Having two different 
macros for Debug and Release also removes potential ambiguity around environment configuration.

https://www.conifersystems.com/whitepapers/gnu-make/
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Assert

Asserts help application teams establish self-debugging code to locate failures more quickly. Teams 
with C coders should have guidelines around having developers use asserts throughout their application 
code. Asserts can take the place of printf’s and should be used with an IF statement. Programmers can 
run into issues with asserts, if certain environmental variables like NDEBUG are not correctly defined.

Compiler and Linker

The static analysis built into IDEs, like Visual Studio, help locate issues earlier in the development phase. 
One reason for the popularity of that specific tool is the presence of compiler and linker switches made 
available. Developers can use those settings to add additional hardening to their applications. Tools like 
BinScope review the binaries to ensure they comply with Microsoft’s Security Development Lifecycle 
(SDLC). 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=44995
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Automated security tools, like those developed by Kiuwan, assist in detecting code security vulnerabilities 
(SAST). They also have a solution that provides insight into how well a program aligns with compliance 
standards (SCA). It also detects risks associated with open-source components. C developers and their 
teams can also benefit from other Kiuwan solutions that help with:

• Performing code analysis (QA)
• Providing governance over detecting application risk and monitoring a development team’s 

activity
• Analyzing local source code 
• Testing for application vulnerabilities
• Locating openings for code injection attacks

With so much at stake in security, application teams need more than the basics to ensure they’re releasing 
stable, robust solutions with proper defenses. The product is available as an on-premises or cloud solution 
to load into your local IDE. 

Feel free to explore other development security documentation on our website. Teams can also 
experience the benefits of various Kiuwan solutions by scheduling a demo.
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GET IN TOUCH:

Headquarters
2950 N Loop Freeway W, Ste 700 

Houston, TX 77092, USA

United States +1 732 895 9870 

Asia-Pacific, Europe, Middle East and 

Africa +44 1628 684407

contact@kiuwan.com

Partnerships: partners@kiuwan.com

YOU KNOW CODE, WE KNOW SECURITY!

The Last Word in 
C Security

https://www.kiuwan.com/code-analysis-qa/?
https://www.kiuwan.com/governance-lifecycle/?
https://www.kiuwan.com/local-analyzer/?
https://www.kiuwan.com/application-vulnerability-testing/?
https://www.kiuwan.com/code-injection-vulnerabilities/?
https://www.kiuwan.com/documents/?
https://www.kiuwan.com/free-demo/?

